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IMTBODWTIOM
fhis paper is a seareh for s ^ e element #ileh fnoetlons
or was meant to fnnetion as a unifying principle in The
Gaptom of Bsra Ponnd. It is ohvlons that The Santos emtain
a tremendons variety of forma and am even more varied mass
of snhjeot matter.

The prohlem to he examined Is does soma

mifyimg prinoiple exist in The gantes t If it does is it
a thread of narrative or plot* a logioal or psyehologleal
progression from topic to topio* or a f o m or mould oast
over all the material in an attempt to achieve a coherent
%dkole?

In other words, has Found attempted a naifled work

or cmly a rsmhling, disjointed thingf
ttae of the first critics to attempt to answer these
questions was R# F. KLadoaar in an essay dated 19331 the
year In which **â Braft of XXX Santos* was first published,
mackrnur had lonf been interested in % e Cantos and had writ*
ten to Found asking about them as early as 192*»^* a year be
fore the first sixteen cantos were published in Paris by
the Three fountains l^ess.

Found repliOd to a second letter

from Blackmur In 19521
Dear
Blackmur# Stray bits of curiosity
re unfinished w r k have no gwwral utility.
Or at least very slight utllity.2

1. D. D. Faige <ed.>, ^
19^1 (Hew fork, 1990)* p. 189.
2.

Ibid.. p. 198.
— 1 —

letters s£ Rsra Found 1907-

* 2 «.
fh m K L a e W w

ammimrs to the questio&s posed by this paper

were based cm the first thirty eantos alone, and on the assmaiH*
tlom that these cantos are typical of the entire poem#3
Hackvur finds am attempt to draw these cantos together
by way of a kind of planned frapmntatlon*
This deliherate discmnectedmess, this art <si
a thing continually aHuCdmg to itself, com»
tiaually breaking off short, is the method by
which the Cantos tie theamelves together.^
Haokxur judges The fihatos to be *a ragbag of what Mr. Poimd
thinks is intelligent eonversation about literature and history#"9

g# can find no theme, no logical or emotional dev

elopment in the poem.^ The material is connected m l y because
Pound has put it in the same powi just as the rag# in a ragbag
are connected only because someone has stuffed them into the
same bag#
Three years after Sla^dnir*# study of Pound, Jlan fate
published # e secwd, important, early critical work on The
Oamtos. Although "Eleven Eew Gantos, XlXl - XII" had beam
published in 193^, he, too, confines his study to the first
thirty cantos and rea#ed conclus ions very similar to üaekmur*s«

Tate describes The dantoa as "rambling talk«"7

'i#' ’1* 'f #''Wac&tur, " m s W of Sara Pound"
Languaae ^ Hes^ure. (hew fork, 19$2), p# 139#

(1933),

Ibid.# p# IW#
5*

Ibid## p# 137#

6#

Ibid#, p. 136#

7# Alan Tate, "Isra Pound" (1936), An
cC. Ezra
Pound, ed# Peter Bussell (Borfolk, Connecticut, n#d. ), p# 67#

• 3
àt least aaeh Gamto is a awmlagly d@vi##4
irnitatim 0 f a easual S(mversatl<m ia Wiloh
BO m& presses aay subjeet very far, The
liMsgth of breath, the ^ am of eomversatiomal
emergy, 1» the length of a Gamto* the @m*
versatlomalist pamsesi there is jmst eaomgh
BBfimished bmsimess left hamgimg Im the air
to give him a mew start| so that the tramsi#
tioms betveem the Samtos are matoral amd easy.^
fo fate the method of the Samtos is that of a **atai^«voioed
SMmologBe,"^
Although Powd pmblished more oamtos im 193? emd agaim
im 19W* most orities i#ored his long poem mtil the gevermmemt's oharge of treasm foemsed attemtiom m him im 19^5 amd
agaim im 19^9 ^ e m the Bollimgem Prise for Poetry given him
for *fhe Pisam #mtos" feroed orities to examine more than the
first thirty of the mcmr pmblished eightf*'two emtos.
dimes the war and espeeially simee 1#^9, a great many
orities have pmblished a great tttsaber of reviews and stodies
of

Samtph ^ varimw smgasimes,

@me of t W most valmable

of these stodies is dSmes %Lish*s summary of **what has been
learned to date abomt the esswtial eomtemt amd method of the
CSsmtos#*^®
the poet gmided by maps on whieh <mly the
omtlimes have been filled im (the periplmm),
sets f o r ^ mpem am Odyssey ^ o m g h time, im
sear# of events and aetims worthy enough
to be imeorporated into a live tradition.
These islamds Im time are to be organised
im a hierar#y of eeommmie, aesthetie, amd
moral values, oorrespmdimg roughly to the

9.

Ibid,

10, James Hish, "Rituals on Isra Pound," Sewamee RgyjjBg#
m i l (April 1950), p. 192,

• if «.
organlzatlcm of the Divine SÊSBÈli aad, in
order to enter into eaeh rather than observe
it from the outside, ta&e voyageur w H l assume
a series of mask# or personae.H
Two more extensive studies have been made and published
since Hish's essay.

9%# first to appear was The P#..trv of

Bara Pound, by litgh Kenner.

KSimer finds the major unifying

principle of The Cantos in the following lines from Pound's
translation of

Ksiot The #peat Msest. mm of the Cottfueian

Stone<»das8ies
The men of old wanting to clarify and
diffuse throughout # e ea^lre that light
%&ich owes frma looking straight into
the heart and then acting, first set up
good government in ^ i r own states |
imnting good govemawmt in #eir states,
they first established order in their own
families I wanting order in the home, they
first disciplim d themselvest desiring
self«'discipline, they rectified their
em hearts I and wanting to rectify their
hearts, # e y soi%ht precise verbal defini
tions of their inarticulate thoughts (the
t(mes given off by the heart): wishing to
attain precise verbal definitions, they
set to extend twir knowledge to the
utmost. This completion of knowledge is
rooted In sorting things into organic
categories.13
#ing these lines, Kenner, by a process which I do not fully
understand, arrives at the conclusi<m that "the unity of the
6antO:i^. is Pound.

12. Hugh Kenner. JEM. ÊBâÈEK S l MS£& is m à (Norfolk, C<mneotieut, n.d.), p. jS.
13. C<mfueiu8,TM % g g t
trans. Bara Pound (lew York, 1951) # pp. 30-3*. The bracket
is Pound's. Throughout this paper all punctuatim in quoted
material is that of the author quoted unless noted otherwise.
1^.

Kenner, gn*

p. 38.

^

tm

The latest I long study of The Gantoa is Harold 1, Watts*
Ezra Poimd amd The Samtos published im 1952»

Watts amsvers

the questions posed hy this p&pmp by focusing om Pound as a
reformer of society*

The poem is **a series of calculated amd

violent juxtapositions effected in the interest of perfectly
cmprehemsible ideas, **1^ T W first step im grasping the struc
ture of The Gamtos is recognition of Pound's purpose in vritimg
it amd "perception of how Ghat purposj shapes amd directs the
unroUimg poem* "3-^ Ghee tim reader sees %hy Pound is writing
the poem *8 unity becosies apparent *^7
Blackmur, Tate, Blish, Kenner, and Watts are but a few
of the critics and reviewers idio have written m The Cantos,
for the purposes of this paper they are the most si gnifleant
since they have worked on fOie Cantos * structure*

By adopting

a new method of e x W W n g The Cantos* a new perspective on
its structure, this paper will attempt to support, expand, or,
wherever necessary, contradict the work of earlier critics*
When the initial c m f u s i m eaused by the juxtaposition
of materials taken directly or indirectly from so many times
and places subsides im the reader's mind, or the reader at least
Ï 5* larold 1 # 'Watts, Bara
Connecticut, 1952), p* 25*

16.

Mid the Santos <Horfolk,

Ibid. The parenthetical comment is mine.

17. Hugh Kenner attacks this view in his review of Watts'
book. "Gold im the Gloom," Pwtrv. IXXXI, 2 (Sovember, 1952),
127*132, and as could be expected, Kenner finds Watts going
astray because he has mot realised the importance of Pound's
Confueiam translations which Kenner calls in his review "the
best possible handbook to the Cantos."

become# &oelimateâ to the seemimg chaos of substaoee an4 form,
eertaitt canto# and groui»# of cantos stand ont against the
heterogeneous haekground as definite groupings of subject mat
ter.

Some of these cantos are further set off from the sur

rounding ones tqr the extended use of one or more techniques,
such as the archaic diction of Ganto XLtV or ttie autobiographieal framework of eantos EXXIf through IXXXIf, •‘The Pisan Cantos."
Thus # e task of seeking out a unifying principle in The Cantos..
falls into two parts#

to establish and examine, first, group

ings of cantos according to mbject matter or ways of handling
subject matter and, second, devices ihlOh appear intended to
unite these groupings into one coherent work.

By using this

method in its search for a mifying principle in

Gantos.

this paper will attempt to mak» clear the problems which Pound
has met in writing his long poem and the way# in which he has
tried to overcwes them*

CHÂfîll I
B w m ^

M â T T ia

c a k to s

The âisG^siom la this eh&pte? le limited te délimité
areas of suhjeet matter mo smaller t&am the WLlvldiml oamte.
The seeomd ehapter will dlsomss these ea&tes %& 1^ d@ mot fall
Imte these areas.

The type of suhjeet matter eomtalmed Im the

grompimgs makes possible their elasslfloatlom as hlsterleal
oamtost eple oamtos, msmra oamtos, moderm oamtos amd (me group*
img %&l#i Pommd has mamsd "The Plsam Camtos."

This chapter

will treat these gromplmgs Im this order,
I
A brief sttrrey of the historical camtos shows that material
has beam takem from ##- pasts of three comtrles, Italy, Ghlma,
amd the Ghlted States,

fhe oamtos eomtalmlmg this material

make mp a very large porplcm of the poem as a nhole;

out of

the 536 pages of the poe^ #ilW& have beam published so far,
21^ pages are defimite g&omplmgs of historical material.

These

gromplmgs are Gmtos Till # r o m # XI m Slglsmmmdo Ifalatesta,
Camto XXXII amd Gamtos XXII through XXXI m Johm Adams amd his
period, Oamtos XIII amd XLIII m the foumdlmg of the bank of
Slema,

Camtos XX.IT amd I om Tusoamy umder the Cramd huehy of

the house of Lorralme, amd Camto XIII amd Camtos LIII through
XXI om the history of China from the early Qiou hymasty to

1736 A# C»

(See chart mumber I.)

These camtos are set off

from the surrotmdimg oamtos by their treati^mt of a defimite
subject and fr(m the other groupings of subject matter hf
their focus om historical material.
* 7 -
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\

Claatos VIII through XI are typlgal of Pound ♦« method of
historiography as exhibited in all the historieal omstos, so
they have been seleeted for a detailed examination#

As has

been previously noted these oantos deal with Sigismondo
Nalatesta, lord of ftiaini#

A summary of halatesta’s eareer

drawn frmm souroes other than

Gahtos. will faoilitate a

diseussion of the same material as handled by Pomd.
Sigismundo was b o m in 1^17»^^ # e of three sons# all
illegitimate# of Pandolfo# lord of B i m i n i . Pandolfo died
just as the Ifalatesta imre beginning to gain power and was sueneeded by his brother# Carlo ifalatesta# idion Pope Martin V
forced to relinquish all but the original estate of the family. ^0
Carlo died in 1^29# and the iidmritanee passed to the three
brothers# who hP this time had been legitimised inf Martin V . ^
However the brothers* inheritance of Bimini was threatened by
outside forces # m d since the eldest brother# Caieotto# had
become fanatically religious and refused to attend to worldly
affairs# the task of keeping Rimini in # e control of the
Malatesta fell to the next oldest# Sigismmdo.
18# John Rrummcnd# "Tb» Italim Background of the (huitos"
(19^9)» M
# liSft £iSBBâi ed* Peter Russell (Hor*
folk, Connecticut# n.d.T# p7T08*
19* 1. Collism « Morley# fhe Storv 2$.
fork, 193%)# p. %9*

Sforsas (Hew

20* Edward Armstrmg# " % e Papacy and Maples in the Fif
teenth Century#" fhe Cambridge Medieval History, ed. C. W.
Previte-lorton ai^^* B T m K m e T v S l T v
# 1936),
p. 162.
21#

Drmmamd, gg. SljjH*# p. 108.

— 10 •»
At the age of thlrteem he saved Blmlml,
himself leading his men to vietory, n^lle
his nnwarllke (brother) vas offering up
prayers In the ehureh* At fifteen he
defeated that experienced emdottlere,
Frederic# Hontefeltro of #blno, In the
fleld.22
SlglsHondo end his younger brother, Wmenlco, more commonly
knovn as Malatesta Movello, vere knighted by the Holy Roman
Rmperor, Slglsmund, m his return from his coronatlcni In Rome
in 1^33» and by Sigismundoeighteenth year he had already
b e e m an eaperlenced smâSSSââSft*^^
.«••he took part in all the vars In Italy
for the next thirty years, first In the ser
vice of one signorla, then of mother,
making var In betveen times on his ovn
account agalnst^hls life-long rival, Frederlgo,
Duke of Qrblno.2^
Sigismundo *8 many political and military alliances present
a ecnfused and # Ifting picture %dil«h can only be suggested
In this summary^
lbb2

Re married Follssena, the daughter of Francesco
Sforxa, with vhom he vas allied In the service of
the Venetians#

lMf-5 Ih alliance d #

Alfonso V of Aragcm he entered the

service of the Pope against Sforsa, vho had thvarted
'2^• 'doilison-Worley, on#
P* ^9# It should be
pointed out that Colllsma-modey confused Sigismundo*s uncle,
Carlo, vlth his brother, Saleotto. I have taken the liberty
of changing unclm to brother In the quoted passage because Carlo
died vhen SlglsBsdo vas «oîy tvCLve# Hovever d t h this cor
rection the passage is In agreecmnt vlth the other sources I
have used and Is an excellent statement of Sigismundo *s ex
ploits as a boy#
23#

Drusumnd, gg# clt#. p# 106#

2»f#

Ibid.

- u

*

M s attempt to gain possession of the cities of
Pesaro and fosemhrone.
1448

Alfonso hired him to make var against Florence,
hut vhen the Florentines offered him better texms,
he brolos M s contract vi#i Alfonso, kept the
money Alfonso had paid him, and vent over to the
Florentines,

1449

Be began building the fempio Malatestiano at Bimini,
Be beshged Gremona for the Venetians but vas forced

to vithdrav
14?0

a superior army sent by Milan,

Be vas sent to help Milan by Venice but vas de
feated by Sforsa,

1452

Be entered the service of Florence against Aragon,

14$4

Be led the army of Biena in an msmcessful campalgn against %h» Counts Fltigliano,

1457

Be vas attacked by Frederigo d*t£rblno and diacmto
Piccinino at the instigation of Alfonso,

1459

Be vas forced to ask Pope Pius II to make peace
betveen him snd #%e Frederigo-Piecinino alliance,
v M c h the Pope did on terms unfavorable to Sigismundo.

1460 Be began hostilities against the church,
1461

Be Joined the Angevin cause against King Ferrante,

%&0 was supported by the Pope, and defeated the
papal tropps.

Be was excommunicated and burned in

effigy in Rome,
1462

Frederigo d ’Bbbino, leading the papal army, defeated
Sigismundo;

four months later Sigismundo*s son,

Roberto, vas defeated at Fano after a long siege.

• 12
1463

He appealed to the Vernetlame for help hut was re
fused « so he was agaim foreed to m e the Pope for
peaoe om the Pope's terms.

1464-65 He led the uameeessful oampalgn against the
Turks im Norea.29
Siglsaraad® returned from Korea broken in body and
fortime and asked the new Pope, Paul II, for help, whieh was
refused.

Î& a last spurt of defianee, he journeyed to Home

with the intention of stabbing the Pope, but he failed beeause
of his ill health and the Pontiff 's well armed eardinals.

He

died in 1468.26
Sigismundo's private life is buried under a mass of eonflieting reports.

All souroes do agree that he was married

three tims, t W last marriage being to his eomeubine, Isotta,
who was the omst impartant wmman in his life, and diat he had
a daughter and at least <me illegitimate son.

However, his re

lations with his isssediate family are a souree of many vio
lent eomtradietions among historians.
Sigismmdo Pandolfo Malatesta killed three
wives in suoeessiom, violated his daughter,
and attempted the ohastity of his own sm.27
Other souroes add oharges of rape and murder;
3h 1446 he eoneeived a passion for the young
wife of a #erman count. When she refused to
have anything to do with him, he attacked her
Z i* ^Mi.,"ppno8-113.
26.

Ibid.. p. 113.

27. John Addington Symonds, Henaissanoe $n Italy (Hew
York, n.d.), p. 172.

• 13 •
and her eseort one night as she vas passing
through Fano with snch vigour that she herself
was killed in the affray, whereupon, aeeording
to s m e aoGOunts, he violated her corpse while
still warm.2ë
This is but <me view of Sigismundo though, for other
sources deny these charges, attributing them to the personal
hatred between Pius II and Sigismundo and "to the propagmda
of the CShuroh that was out to despoil him of his po8sessl<ms."29
Although Sigismundo*s political and military career is
a confused and tragic tangle of changing alliances and his
character is the subject of much discussion, his place as one
of the great patrons of art is granted him by all.

The erec

tion of the Temple Halatestiano, for %hich he commissioned
leone Battista Alberti to design the facade, heads his accom
plishments in the arts; this has been called the first import
ant work of the great architect*30 Then in 1W69 Sigismundo
brought back frma the unsuccessful campaign against the Turks
the remains of Oemisto Piethem and placed them in a sacrophagus
close outside his Chur#i with this epitaph*
These remains of Semis tus of Bysantium, chief
of the sages of his day# Sigismundo Pandolfo
Malatesta, s<m of Pwidolfo, commander in ths
war against the Turks in Norea, induced by the

28. #oHiscnm#rley, gg# cit*. p. 51*

m #
at m n
rvwws;
ju»v a
%temp
SOmOtlmeS by
ound fn
also
attempts
to whitewash i9Xj|isarandO,
Sigi
denying these charges, sometimes by simply ignoring them.

30# W. #* Go«mtable * "Painting, Sculpture, and the Arts,"
gfiabr M g f. Nsdieval m & M z z , p. 777.

* iH* mighty leva w i ^ whlah he bwhs fop n»a of
Xeaimiogi hroiaght hither amd piaeed vithim
this chest# 1466.3i
Sigismmdo soppotmded himself im Rimiml with poets,
artists, amd philosophers, amd idiile im Rmee, he was the elose
cm pm Xm of the hmmarnist, Foggio Braeeiolimi.

M t he was mot

ecmtemted with heimg m l y l^e eompamim of artists amd scholars |
his poems to Isotta s h w that he was a skillfml poet, amd the
hwamist, Imtomlo dampamio, after stayimg briefly %dth Sigismmkdo at the loooa im limisd was "as sm«h impressed by his
host *8 kmowlWge of philosophy as by his gemerosity#»32
This # e t # of dlgismmdo ocmtpims the basie stoff of
(Witos yill-XX, bmt im the poem these facts appear im a very
differemt maamer.

Fowd*s aim is to combime history amd poetry

bmt he does mot wish merely to make history Imto poetry at the
espemse of trmth#

lis goal is faotmal art.

this aim, amd

the difficmlty of aeeomplishimg it, is suggested im the opem*
img limes of damto VIII.
These fragmemts you have shelved (shored)
"Slrntm litchi" T r a m amd Galliope
Slamgimg eaeh other sous les lamriers.33
ii.

àymemis »'^gp.

P« $73#

32. Collis<m*lorely^ Om. eit... pp. 50-52•
passage appears m page y

% e quoted

33# Isra Fommd,
Oamtos of JUSft E l s M (lew York, 19W),
damto VIII, p. 28. S e e m o m s W gffi B S T S S e beem published
as followst
1925, "i Braft of %V| damtos for the Begimmimg of a Foem
of Some Iwmgth."
1928, "A iraft of damtos XVII to XXVII."
1933, "A maft of XXX Samtos#"
19§4, "Blevem lev damtos, XXXi#XhI."
1937, "The Fifth Decade of Oamtos#"
I9Ç0 , "damtos m - E H Ï . »
I9W , "The Fisaa Camtos," IXXIV*imiV,

• 15 *•
Canto VIII,

first of the four SigisaEtmdo Cantos,

opens w l # T m t k anC the nose of eplo poetry not on the hest
of terns, a sltm&tlon

foreshadow#

orities* elalms

that the historieal seetlms of fhe lkn;feQS are neither history
nor poetry*

however, sneh Jndpwnts do not fall Into the seepe

of this #apter, for regardless of ^ese elalms, definite
gronplngs of historieal materials i & l # Pomd has attempted
to t o m Into poetry do enlst In

Cantos*

to loeate and

examine these and o#er gronplngs as the neeessary first step
In a seareh for some mlfylng prlnelple In the poem as a whole
Is the sole pnrpose of this #apter$

ân evalnatlen of Pound*#

method of historiography as well as other teehnlqms Wileh
will he mentioned m s t wait until the final ehapter of this
paper*

k Japanese student in âmerlea m helng
asked the dlfferenee hetween prose and
poetry saidi Poetry oonslstsof gists
and piths *3^
fhls pdss&ge from Pound*# 4« g* £*
true of the poetle hist0riogra#gr ea^ihited in

is espeeially
Cantos* 3h

the Sigismundo oantos there is no attempt at a omplete hiegraphical or historical statement*

fhe reader finds only the

Importmt fact %&ieh suggests # e %hole event; these oantos
are history told $a suggestive essences, a record m i # pre
sents the piths, the essential facts of #igismmdo*s life,
% text for quotation is a colls oted edition which duplieates
the 1933 through 19h@ editions e v m in pagination*
fhe poem m e n finished w i n prohahly omtaln one hundred
or^on^hundred end twenty oantos# (Paige j e ^ ,
cit* pp*
^ ^4.

M r a Pound, 4 * £* g*

Beading (Borfolk, Gonneetleut,

* 16 ""
emibedded in the gists» cospressed evoeaticms of Italy ia the
fifteenth oentnry*

The use of quoted material» usually from omatmporary
documents» is am excellent example of Pound*s attempt to pre
sent the piths and gists of history ratiser than either an
exhaustive coverage or a superficial summary e i Sigismundo *s
eareer •

Instead Fomd has chosen cmly those fragments of

records which either vere significant in Sigismundo *s life cr
make his life significant to Pound• A brief catalogue of the
material quoted by Poimd im these four cantos brix^s his use
of the gistsa#d Piths of history clearly into focus.

The

following item are listed in the crder in which they appear*
e^to Till
1*

A translation of a letter dated April 7» 1 ^ 9 f r m

Sigismmdo* who was them in the service of Vmice fight
ing Gremona* to Sic^ianni of the Nhdici in florence.

m

it Sigismundo is making arrangements for a certain pdnter
to enter his court to do frescoes in the Tempio when the
mortar in the w a H dries#
2*

A translaticn of an entry from the register of the

Ten of the Bailey in Flormce* dated August 15» 1^52*
It commissions him and his army to enter the service of
the Florentixms*
3*

A translation of a few lines from a love poem written

by Sigismundo to Isotta*^^

35# The complete text of this poem can be found in Button»
UP* cit.* pp. 209^215*

• 17 ké

Â translatioa of a letter from Slgisarana© to Joharml

di Cosîao probably writtea in 14^0 slnoe it tells of bis
being rehlred by Tenioe.3é
^antff-

■

5*

A qnotation in translation, probably from a docmmnt

bf Broglio eonoexning tbe betraying of Sigismmdo by
Sforsa in the affair over Pe&aro and Fessembrme.

This

was probably written in lMi-5 #&en the affair ooonrred.
6#

A legal doomemt in translatim eertifying that

Sigisamdo had bought and paid for over two hmdred oxearts of marble %&ieh he was aeeused of stealing from
Saint Apollinare in Mmrmm and m i o h was used m

the

Tempio.
7#

A series of translated fragments from at least eight

letters fomd in Sigismmdo*s mail pouch by the Sienese
when ^ y

imtereepted it to see if he was eorresponding

with the meaqr.

The letters included a letter from the

architeet» hattoo huti* emeem in g work on the Tempio}
a letter frms diovanni Alvlme* the son of a earpenter,
Imigi AlvisOf working on the Tempio | a letter about
marble to the arohiteet, Battista Alberti; a ietter from
Isotta eoneeming an affair between Sigismmdo and a
young girl; a letter from heonarda da Falla eoneeming a
pony whieh Sigismmdo had given his son and other domes*'
tie matters; a letter from his son thanking him for the
pmy; the first line of a letter from his court poet;
3Ü. #ke v a f s p e l l i n g
are by Fomd himself.

of lohannl and other names

<•> j , 8

«•

and a letter frmm his secretary eoneemiiig t^e pr©gre$s
on the Gwatrmetlom o f the Tempio,37 These letters are
all to Sigismundo, and all probably were written in
BeoemWr of 1^5^,

iandwiohed between these eight letters

are fragment# on details of the oonstrmction of the
Tempio{ I have not s e m these identified.
m

m

z

Bm in exeerpt in translation from a letter from Count
Pitigliano moeking Bigismundo*# position as leader of the
demoralised Sienese amy*

It is dated Sovember 17, proW»

bly of
9*

The order in latin from Pius II dwaanding that an

effigy of Sigismmdo be eonstrueted and burned.

This was

probably written In 1%61#
10.

A fragment listing th» ohureh*# ehsrges against

Sigismamdo, part in Latin, part translated.

This was

probably written by the Cardinal of San Pietro in Vinooli
in the year iWl.
Canto XI eomtains no quoted reowds long enough to be eatalogued.
The effeet of Pound's use of earefully ohosen exoerpts
of dooments as the gists and piths of history is well summed
up in the lines whieh Pound wrote eoneeming the interoepting
by the Sienese of the letters listed here as item 7«
That's what they found in thepost bag
Jnd s#aa more of it to the effeet that
he "lived and ruled."3°
W»

â m m m m ë ' r m . @1%.. p. Ill,

38. The Cantos. IX, p. ^1.

• 19 A. s«eond passage frcxm the 4« j|* £• ^

Beadliut makes clear

smother o<mdltl(m %&lch Pooad must meet Im turmlmg history In
to poetry.

«Literature Is news that STA1® mem».39

W e ohvlous implication of this statement Is that not
all history Is fit subject matter for poetry but m l y that
%hlch has a lasting significance.

There Is no écubt that

Sigismundo meets this requirement for Nund*
The Tempio Halatestlano Is both an apex and
In verbal sense a monumental failure. It Is
perhaps the apex of ihat one man has embodied
la the last 1000 years of the oeeldent. A
cultural %lgh« Is marked#
In a lurope not TIT rotted by usury* but
outside the then system, and pretty much against
the power that was, and In any ease without
great material resourees, Sigismundo cut his
notch. Ke registered a state of mind, of
.
sensibility I of all roundness and awareness.^
And later in the same chapter,
All that a single man could, Ifalatesta
manage|t against the current cf power
However, for history to be «news that STA# news" It must
be more than the gists and piths of significant events.

It

must be brought alive In the telling{ hmice the dramatic
sense of presence throughout the historical cantos,

for In

stance, the dlctlm In the translatifs Is fitted to the
nature of the subject matter, as In the note from the regis
ter of the Tea of the Bailey*

39.

p. 29

40. Isra Pound, guide to Kulchur (Horfolk, Connecticut,
n.d.), p. 159.
%1.

Uli.
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beeaissd th» aforesaid most illmstriotis
W E # of Ü U a a
Is OEmtemt amd wills that th# aforesaid lord Sigismumdo
So imto tkB service of the most aagnificemt c m m m e
of the Floremtimes
,
For alliamo# defemsive of the two states,42
and the fragment of Sigi@mamdo*@ love poem#
**le spirits who of old# were im this land
Saeh imder love, amd shahem,
So with yonr Imtes, awaken
fhe stmer wi#im her mind,
Who hath mot lelem for peer
Isemt nor iatsahe*»4^3
#

the diction is fitted to the imagihed character amd mood

of the original writer, as in the letter from the earpenter *s
sm*
"Bemce to*day I am recocmamdW ^ a t I have to tel you
"my father's opimium that he has shod# to Mr. Semare
•ahout the valts of the «herch^^»
or the disgusted account of Sforsa's treachery;
"that Messire illessandro Sforsa
ii hecome lord of pesaro
through the wangle of the I^us# Sgr. Mr. Fedric^o
d 'Srhino
Who worked the wangle with Saleam
^^ou#i the wiggling of Messer Francesco,
Who waggled it so that G^eas should sell Fesaro
to diem and Fossamhrone to Fed^;*^
throughout the historieal eantc# Fomd attempts to make the
material appear authentic and vital hy using am idiom which
would impress the modem reader as heat fitted to the character
of the speaker or writer being presented and then sprinkling
the dictlch with archaic phrases#

làt #mtOA. Till, p. 29#
4^3# üàlâk*! P* 30#
44#

Ibid., m , pp. 37-38*

49.

Ihiâ*, m , pp. 34^39*
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W0mâ*& metho# of aafraticm in th# WLmtorloal cantos is
also shapod by M s attempt to drammtlse his material*

The

marratiom im the Slgismmmdo o@atG# is almost always im #%e
first persoa*

Mtheogh the narrator is never definitely iden

tified* several lines point to his feeing Slgismmdo*# ferother*
halatesta govello.
And the Bi#eror same down and hnighted
And old Sfor sa feitohed ms at Peèaro^f
go they fernmt emr ferother im effigyW
WLatesta Hovello does not, however, fit all the referenees
the narrator makes to himself#
And m sit here# I have sat h e ^
For forty-fomr thomsand years,*?
GOnsegmently it is is#ossifele to single omt any m e person as
the narrator of this seotion # the ^«^tos.#
More is^rtamt than the narrator** identity is m e con
versational qmslity ^

tk.9 narrative I it seems oloser to spoken

than written langmage#
And the Femstisms sent in their eompliments
And varions and snndry s m t in their omplimentsi
Bnt we got it mart Angnstf
And lofeerto got feeatm at Fano,
And he went % ship to Tarentm,
I mean $idg went to Tarentm
And he fomnd *oe, the anti-Aragons
femsted and weeping into their feeardsS^

k7.

nyyt*

W.

Ifeid#. r, p. h5*

%9# üli», lit p# 50.
$0. IMâ#, pp. W-^9.

"
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as the previously quoted lines m the post hag
deserihe the effeet on the reader of Found*s use of do<mments$91 the following lines, whloh Found puts into the
mouth of an aoqualntanee of Slglsmundo in Rome, deserlW the
offeet of the narrative method used in these oantost
Tes, I saw him When he was down here
Ready to murder fatty Barho, "Formwsu#,**
And they wmted to know %hat we talked about?
Both of anoient times and our own; hooks, arms,
And of mm of musnal genius ,
Both of anoient times and our own, In short the
usual subjeots
®f oonversation between intelligemt men.*"*
The seoond grouping of historloal material to be dis
cussed is formed by Ghntos Till - XHIX, #ileh are focused on
the founding of t W Monte <%al Fasehl^. the bark of Siena.

The

tectmlques used in handling this mmterial are the same as in
the Slgismundo cantos; that is, although the narrative Is Im
personal, more like a lecture than a conversaticm, the language
is that of speech, and there is propoeklmately more quoted
material than in Cantos Till through XX.

Extraneous material

creeps in briefly with an eight line reference to politics in
1910 at the beginning of Canto T U I , an account of the prepa
ration of the Carroci© for Biens*s horse race wh l# still re
sembles a medieval pageant, and a few miscellaneous items
from the Sienese public archives.93 lowever, m l y the World
War I reference is cmmpletely extraneous, and it Is placed at
'

"iee"ai^e 'p. 18.
$2.

the Gantos. TI, p. 51.

53*

Brmsmond,

the ellipsis Is mine.

jg^., pp. 114-115*
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begiaaimg of Gomto XIiII before mention of the main topio,
Wie bank of Siena « while the Oarroolo reference and the item#
from the pmblie arohlres do deal with Siena in the year# 1622
through 1?49* the year# oewered by Fomd*# disem#si<m of the
bank of Siena#
îdne# near the beginning of Santo XLII mmke obriou# Fonnd't
reaaons for ooneidering t W fomding of the Monte

ga#hhi

hiatorioal material aignifieant m o m # to beoome poetry,
a speeiea of bank • d a m g o # Wnk, in Siena.
And a "good bank" to Pound i# very important as a symptom of
a healthy onlture#
Santos Xhiy and 1 form two small groupings of historieal
material.

They are brief treatments of the oareers of Pietro

heopoldo and his son, Ferdinando III, irand Wees of fusoany.
Santo XIilV utilizes translated dwnmemt# embedded in eonvernational mrrative. Just as employed in the previously dis*
oussed historloal oantos.

Canto I also uses this teohnique,

but Its subjeet matter, ineludes any history oontemporary with
Pietro ieopoldo and ferdinande III.

lowever, the foous is

still definitely on these two men.
Revolution * said Mr, ddwss* too# plane in # e
minds of the people
in the fifteen years before ieringtm*,
# m t would have be«a in Peter leopold*s time.99
Contemporary fragments of history are placed in the framework
of the lives of these two men throughout this oanto.

The canto

also comtains several references to Pound's source for this
W . iKe ian^sr XIII. p. 3#
55*

Ibiij». If p. W).

. 2^ material^ the §MUSk SiStiS §SUà, % m m m
#

(Floreaee* 1850 >

a M a terlam very mmeh imteyesteâ Im eeomoalesi imtemie

*fu tà m ©mr brief dlgresslem* aaith gebl:
Imerlea 1# #mr âamgbter amâ Va#bl#tmm bad elvle
ylrtmea, amd Imepeldo iwamt te emt off two third#
of state debtI9/
Pommd make# expliolt the omtemporamelty of these referemoe#
w i ^ the malm tople»

fhl# a#peat of mmhjeet matter 1# the

only dlfferemoe betweem this eamto amd the other historieal
oamto#! It# foem# m fmaea#^ Im the late sevmteem hmdred#
amldmg It a deflmlte smbjeot matter grosplmg*
#ie soolal ami eommale reform# effeeted by Pietro
heopoldo amd Ferdlmamdo III make them for Powd "mew# that
Sïlî» mew#,"
The real history wemt
1 7 # to 1770 Im
fmseamy with the work of Pietro Imopoldo m d
ferdlmaad III of #iWbomrg#»lorralme, wiped
omt by the Xapoleomie flmrry,58
Pietro heopoldo amd ferdlmaad 111 omt d o m
t#xe#, fame# are Imfamy,?#
fhese smbjeet matter gromplmg#* 0amto# Till through XI
om SlglsmumdOf 0amtos XIII amd X M I I m the bank of Slema# amd
XIIT amd I om Pietro ieopoldo amd ferdlmmd III, are Poimd*#
m l y extemalre applleatlom Im %he t^toy of poetle hi# terlog*
raphy to Itallam history,

5#,
57,

Bmemomd, sSl*

Gther persom# amd evemt# from Itallam

p, H 5 .

Gamjom. I , p . h i,

58,

Pound,

M Xmlehur* p. 263»

57,

M â * f P* 277,
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history are referred to, tout they do not form definite eutojeot
matter groupings handled extensively in # 1 # way.
The first sutojeot matter grouping taken from Chinese his
tory is Canto XIII*

This oanto is devoted entirely to Rung

(Confueiua), miinly walking in a garden and talking to his
ompani<ms.

Chnto XIII is marked toy a stately, smooth flowing

style; it has none of the roughness found so often in the other
historieal oantos;
And Tian saiid, with his hand on the strings of toiis lute
The low sounds eontinuing
after his hand left the strings
And the sound went up like smoke, mder the leaves,
And he lo#ed up after the sound*®®
This oanto seams to funotion as a forerunner for the large
group of Chinese oantos whioh follow*
Oantos III! trough IXI, eighty*three pages in the text,
are the main body of Chinese material in the poem#
index to this seotion of ^ e poem,
HI, 14

In his

Nund has labelled Canto

The oanto, as the first oantos of several other

sutojeot groupings, begiw* w i # extraneous material, tout the
body

of

the oanto is made up of translations fromthe

|4*

The next nine oantos traee the sutoeequent history of China's
government from 1766 B.C» to 1736 A.D.

The treatment of the

lesuits by the Chinese, a short exoursion into Japanese history,
and the translation of the Confuoian texts into Kanehu furnish
brief but not utsrelated sidelights in this oondensed history
of the Chinese government*
6o*..ihi'àlantoiu'XIII, p* 58*
61* lin Tutang* Ths Wisdom of Cmfuolus Cn*p«, 19^3), p.
36 .identifies the M
as a ®reeord
goversTOatal system
of early Chou SynastyT*

•»
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Potmd'9 proa# ooatmlma many atatememta of the iaportamee
of kaowtmg Chinese hi#tory, espeelaXly ae ah example of the
praetioai results «hich may he aohieved hy govermlmg aeoordihg
to Coofuoiah Ideas*
The people %ho fall to take Imterest Ih
Kuhg fall* I thiak hedause they merer
ohserre MEAT Gm&fuolam thlhklmg leads to,
?or 2*$W years, whemever there has
heea order la #Ulma or la aay part of Chlaa*
ou^oah look for a Soafueian at the root of
t.62

Î

This

Idea Is shat determines Poimd*# ohoioe of material from

suoh a large body of history a M also explalas why theChlaese
eamto# are "mew# that 8T A # mew#***
The metdOM of hl#torlogra#%y 1# the same as that of the
Siglsaundo eamto#* the oaly dlfferemee being a smaller propor
tion of doeumemt to aaaratlre, possibly because Pound did mot
have aeees# to a# many Chlmms# domment# %Aileh he considered
significant as he did to Italian and Aawrlcam docmmts.
The largest subject matter grouping of American histori
cal material follows Imnedlately after Hie #ljwse cantos,
Oantos 12II through 12X1, eighty-three pages In t W text.

This

grouping like the Chinese cantos is foreshadowed by a single
canto appearing earlier In the poem, Canto X3ŒII,

A H these

cantos are centered around John Adams and the early years of
the Halted States government#

It is interesting to find this

grouping Wwdiately following the #lnese cantos, for Pound
has said that the most important
62,

lessm the Halted States

Pound, Çoide. to Kulchur, p. 275*
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could learm from Chinese history is that the Dhited States
emstitution was an innovation which should not be scrapped
now for experiawnts %diich have been tried and have failed.
Joha. Adams has been praised again and again by Pound»
The tragedy of the ÏÏ.S.A. over 160 years
is the decline of tihe Adamses.
Obviously Pound eonsiders the early American government and
John Adasis fit subjects for the poetic historiography which
was used earlier on Slgismundo XWLatesta.
This examinaticn of Cantos VIII through XI, XLII and
XZ.III, XLIV and L, XIII and III through IXI, XXXII and IXII
through IXXI has attempted to establish three pointst

each

of these cantos or groups of cantos treats a definite, limited,
historical subject; each of these historical subjects has a
definite significanc^ to Pound; each groupiiMi of historical
subject matter is handled wilh the same method of poetic his
toriography.
The next three classifications » which take up much less
space in The Santos, require only brief treatment in this study.
II
The second class of subject matter groupings to be ex
amined is that of the epic cantos.

The subject matter of these

cantos is drawn from three epics, the Qdyssev. the Mena del
Gid. and the Mvine fisaBâZ*
The Odyssey cantos are Oantos I, XXXIX, XLVII, and the
last four pages of Oanto XX; although this last section is not
''PO@nd. 'Ouile te Kulchur. p. 275*
64^.

jQ|Si4â*» P*

•
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a eofflplete eamto, it merits imclmsitm because of Its length.
Canto I relates the departure of Odyssmis and his mem
from Circe*s isle, the susmomimg of the dead by Odysseus, a M
his speaking with Blpemor and Tiresias.6^
The section in Canto XX describes the lotus eaters.

This

descrlptlc® is interrupted briefly by a lament by the sailors
yH&o had been with Odysseus amd had died.

The poetry here is

marked by the luxuriowmess and exacWess of the imagery.
Cento XXXÏX is made up of the remimiscemces of Odysseus,
chiefly of Circe.

It is written In the first person.

Canto

XLYII is very similar to Wt to XXXIX in that it is a jumble
of things concerning Odysseus, but it is centered om his do*
scent to the dead.

Cantos XXXIX end XIYII are the least definite

of all the subject matter grouphsgs.
The maly subject matter grouping dealing with the Gid is
Canto III#

It starts with a brief reference to Pound in

Venice, but mores to a description of the Gid being refused
'cmio''''ls a translation by Pomd frcas Book II of
a Xatin versim of the Mrsser by Andreas Mvus jUstjWopolitamus
published in 1538# The latan tent cam be found in Isra Pound,
"Translators of Greek," | Û |
àm (lew garen# 1935)#pp.
138*lbl*
Idnes such as#
Bum to his slumber, shadows ear all the ocean (Canto
1, p, 3) and
Bwartest might stretched over
wretched m m there* (Canto 1, p. 3)
make this canto very reminiscent of the prosody of "The Sea
farer" as translated by Pomd#
Nigr I for my o m self's songs* truth reckon,
Journey's jargon, how I in harsh days
Rardsbdp oft endured#
(Bsra Pound, *^he Seafarer,"
Personae (Sew fork, n.d.), p. 6b.)
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entpaace at Burgos and Being forced Into exile*

îhls canto

also relates the Gid»s tricking of two pawnBrokers with a trunk
of sand*

It ends with a reference to the murder of Ignez de

Oastro and wl#K the Image of a decaylmg wall*
Gmntos XIV ^ XV$ and the first half of Ganto XVI form cme
of the most definite gronplngs In #ie poem,

the first line of

Ganto XIV inaedlatelf sets the scene and prepares the reader
for the following two a M a half caato#;&6
lo veiml im Imogo d*ognl Ince muto, ( I cam* into a place
void of all light*)
fhe line is Borrowed fr«w the Mvine Gmsedy %#ere It
occurs jnst as Bamte and Virgil pass Minos and enter t W second
olrcle, tiie Beginning of hell#

Cantos XIV snd XV are Pound's

modem adaptatif of the Mntean hell #iere Pound has thrust
politicians» fiifcncierai Betrayers of Imgnage» vice crusaders»
slum owners# m i Galvin# ammg others*

What Pound's inferno

lacks whsm c<ntpéred with the exactaess of classification fomd
in Mnte's# it more than makes np for in repiilslveness*

At

the end of Ganté XV Pound is overcome By the filth and faints*
When he regains consciousness# his guide# Plotinus, is gone#
so he staggers alcme through the hell s m u # into purgatory and
Ganto XVI*

It is imp^sihle to say at #&e end of this group*

ing if Potmd is in paradise or still in purgatory; the latter
seems most proWBle*

Secause of the definite borrowings from

Dante# these cantos are (me of the most distinct suBlect mat*
ter groupings in the poem*
». The Gantos* XIV# p# 61*
mferno. vTl* 28#

fhe line is from Dante,

3® ^

«#

&# earn W

# e eple groupinis * Cantos I, XXXIX,

XIiVII, and four pages of Canto XX drawn from the Qdyaseyt
Canto III drawn from the Poma del i2|y|| and Cantos XX?, XT,
and the first pages of Canto XTI hased m the Divine C@^dy»*
are set off from the rest of the poem only hy their foons on
suhjeot matter*

they do not mtilime any one teohmlqi# as the

historieal oantos do*
III
Cantos XIT mad 11, the nsury oantos, are the third type
of subjeet matter grouping*

These two groupings differ from

#ie other groupii^s in that they are the direst presentation
of an idea, the degenerative effeets of usury, while the others
are foeused m

aetimas and m l y indireetly on the ideas whioh

these notions express*
Canto XÉT indiets usury om two eharges#

as a eause of

degeneration in the erafts and arts, and as an Interfermee
with the natural feeundity of the earth and man*

The oanto

presents these eharges hy listing examples of the effeets of
usury in a quite formal oatalogue Whioh abounds in archaisms
mad inverslms*
Dsura rusteth the chisel
It rusteth the eraft and the craftsman,#7
with usura, sin against nature,
is thy bread ever more of stale rags
is w
bread dry as paper,
with m mountain wheat, no strmg flour^^
ëÿ*" ÿae^'
. p* 2^* Dsurv as Pound uses the word
means more than the lending of money at exorbitant rates of
interest! it is all the evils caused in a society ly a lack of
precise terminology*
58*
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- 31 slayôth m e ehilâ ta the woah
It slayeth the yoaag maa's ooarttag
It hath broafht palsey to bed, lyeth
betveea the youag bride amd her bridegroom
COHfM KàTURÂPv
îhs second nsnry canto, Ganto U , opens with a Jaxtaposltioa of light and mud, a figure for society free from usury
and society embedded la a usurous muck;
Shines
ia the mind of heaven Qod
%&o made it
more than the sum
ia our eye,
F l f m element I mud; said Sapolemm^O
Without aay break the canto l a m p e s into a restatement of
most of Canto %W but in a terse, amdem style#
##ury rusts the m m and his chisel
It destM^s the craftsman, destroying craft;
With usury,*,
the peasant does not eat his own grain
Csury kills the child in the womb
And breaks short tdie youag man's courting
Usury brings age into youth; it lies
betwema the bride
and the bridegroom
0jiury is against Vature's increase.71
fhe last half of the canto presents in contrast to the pro**
viously stated effects hf usury e%as#les of productivity,
•That hath the light of the doer*"?«^ The canto closes with
a scmg by Qery^e, the dragcsi uhiih bore Dante and Virgil m
its h&dc doua into Naleboge,
—

0.

'gg:,"'''p:"3f,

70,

Ibid». II,

M#.

71#

Ibid,. The

ellipsesare mine,

72,

f P*
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Both 8mhto# XîiV and %t are coadenaatioas of uanry and are
met off f r w the rest of the poem hy their oene^atratlon m
this «ae topic#

These usnry cantos, like the epic cantos, are

not set off hy the consistent use of any single method of hand
ling subject matter ai the historical cantos are*
If
Ganto* XII, XIX, XXII, and XXVIII form a fourth set of
subject matter groupings, the modem cantos#

These cantos are

a collection of glimpses of modem life » some humorous, sow
bitterly satiric, most probably fictitious#
Ganto XII is made up of three anecdotes, Baldy Bacon**
financial career, José BWria Dos Santos and the pigs, m d "The
Tale of the Honest Sailor#"73

Baldy Bacon** story Is typical

of the anecdotes %#ich make up the modem cantos#
bought up all the emtavos in W h a and sold ^ m

Baldy &ieoQ
at a profit

m e n the demand for pantaros became great enough#
Baldy** interest
vas in m m e y business
"He interest in any other ur bisniS|"7b
This transaction caused Baldy to beemme very unpopular with
the Cubans, so M

returned to Haidiattan and became m agent

for am insurance cmpany imtil the compmy folded#
Also ran up to W.OOO bones on his owa,
Cnee, but van ted to "eat up the vhole *r Wall St#**75
Most of the anecdotes in the modem cantos are like the
Baldy Bacon episode • short, colloquial, and concerned with
55.

7^#

Ibi,d*» p# $3*

75. # i d .. p# $%#
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«coROidcs or politics im
tnry,

early part of the twentieth een-?

lowevei^ s<me of those anecdotes are on art and some

merely present a character, sn<& as this passage from Oanto
XXVIII4
said the Seecmd Baronet, "eh..*
"îhass a fnany lookim* hnk" said the Barmet
Looking at Bayle, folio, k vols* in gilt leather, "Ah*
*Wu.*...Wn ♦#* wot you goin *eh to do with ah ...
"... ah read-it?«/o
Pound's concern in all of these anecdotes with telling a
good story is shown hy # e dramatic technique used here*

fïm

only anecdote that seem# to involve the poet persmally appears
in Canto X K , Where the narrator (this short sectlcm is in the
first persqn) is told#
*^it it's a question of feeling,
m't move 'em with a cold thing, like economics."//
i
f
In short, the modern cantos are groupings of anecdotes

I

;

told convetsatiaaally and set off from the rest of the poem
as subject jmatter groupings by #eir ccncentration on life in
I
the twentieth ceatury*

Cue large growing, "The Pisan Cantos," remains to be
studied*

Haiike the epic, usury, and w d e m cantos, this

grouping, Cantos IXXI? through IXXXI?,^® forms a relatively
large portima of % e poMi, owe hundred and fifteen of the
/

■

;

total five hundrWL and thirty##i% pages*
%*

p. 139.

77. Ibid*, XIX, p* 8^*
78* mwtos mxil and IXXIII have not been published, m cmfirmed rumors give two likely reasms# to avoid libel suits |
because these cantos will not be intelligible mtil the poem
is completed*

• 3^ "
"The Pisan Oantos" are the caly large grouping of per*
sonal muhjeot matter in the published seotion# of the poem#
Oocasional glimpses of Pound speaking direetly to the reader
appear throughout fhe Santost
And if you will say that this tale teaches
a lesson, or that the Reverend Bliot
has fomd a mom# natural language###/#
fhese passages, however, are no more thus occasional asides
throughout the first seventy*two oantos, and ev<m with the
addition of those sections of the sndem cantos nhich are oh*
viously personal, the asnunt of material that Is directly per*
sonal is very slight up to #anto %%XIV#
Rot a U the subject matter in these cantos pertains
directly to Pound $ mmf references to the preceding cantos
can be found, usually with a value judgsmnt attached, in this
grouping*®^
—

w:

p# 25.

80» fhese references to earlier cantos are one of the most
troublesome aspects of the poem to the reader, especially %hen
the lines being referred to were not emphasised m their first
appearance# for example, these lines from Oanto DEXVUI, p#5f,
SO we Sat #ere by the armsa,
outside, fhiy, and il deeaduto
the lace cuff fallen over his knuckles
considering j^chefoucauld
but the program (Gafe Rente) a literary progrws 1920
m thereabouts was neither published nor followed
are reference to and very enlightening expaasitm of the fol*
lowing lines from Ganto XX #, p# lb-5*
And another day or eveniag toward sundown by the arena
(les gradins)
A little lace at the wrist
And not very clean lace either.#•
taken together the two quoted passages are definitely more
meaningful than w h m # # y are apart, but they are separated
by so much material in the poem and are so inconspicuous in
context that there is very little hope the reader will make
the necessary connecticn.
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Fear god and the stiapldlty of the popmlaee,
but a ppecise defWLtlom
transmitted thus Bigimimdo
thus IMeeiOi thus Zuan Beilin or tfasterere
with Ia Bposa
Syonsa Cristi in mosale till our time / deifioation
ef emperors
but a snotty barbarian ignorant of f *ang history meed
mot deosive omeol
Only im these oanto# does Found eomsistemtly mËke the signifi*
oanee of mueh of the material in the poem so explioit as in
the above e%aa#le#
yet these statements of valw are not the m i n reason
for olassing Gantos MXW through IgXIV as a grouping of perseuial subjeet matter*

fhe autobiographieal nature of these

oantos is even anre important*

"fh# Pisan Gantos* are in

essenoe a journal*
In April of 1 ^ 5 Fo md reported to advanoe units Of the
W* @* Army# was taken to Genoa for interrogatim, and later
rewaved to m internment esmp at Pisa uhere he remained until
lovember of the smm year %#en he #as flow to Vadingtcm# B*G* #
to be tried for treasw&*

MMbe Pisan Gantos* were wrlttwa in

the osttp at Pisa# and the poet*# erperienoes there furnish an
autobiographieal framework for this seetion of the poem*

fhese

emtos are an almos t equal mixture of seen## from life in the
eampi Pound*# i^mories of his earlier life and the earlier
oantos #@2 and statmmmts in varied forms of what might be
called Pound*# personal #siloso]^y*
pp. 3^,
82* Aooording to Russell# a&* eit »* p# 13# the <mly books
%&i<^ Pound had during his intenaaent were the Bible and
Prayer Book supplied by the eamp and the two Gonfuoian texts#
the
and the #n ms jBms* Apparwtly Pound did not
have aeoess to the previously written oantos.

• $6 •
Ganto M K V i» devoid of any explicitly persmal
reference#

% e canto consist* of cmly seven lines and the

score of Gerhart Munch's transcription for violin of Gleaent
Jbmeqnln's hird-song #orale,®3

Bcvever, «sac# the reader

identifies the score and rememhers Pound's mmparlng several
times the birds sitting cm the prison fences with notes on
the music staff» Pound's inclusim of the score of a bird
song chorale no longer seems out of place in this often sub
jective journal of the prison cmp#
h

birds on 3 %rirest m e cm cue

# # # * # * # # * # # * #
$ of 'em no# m 2$
on 3s 7 m h m
8th day of September
f f
d

write the birds in their treble seale®^
three solemn half notes
their #iite downy dhests black-rimmed
on the sWLddle wire##
Pound's descriptions of the camp audits surroudings and
his recording of incideats and bits of eonversati^a from life
in the camp provide an objectively autobiographical background
for Ganto* îXXî? throu# ÎXXXI7.
' fennert 'sit*
##

S b SSSs

P$ 23%^
pp. 63-A^.

8$.

Ibid.. E m u » p. 103.

#•

m m * , Pf w .

Seven lines are emitted.
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amd there wa» a smell of mlmt under the tent flaps
especially after the rain
and a ehlte o* <m the road towards Fisa
as If facing the tower#
dark sheep in the drill field and on wet days were
elonds
in the mountain as If tmâer the guard roosts»»/
and Mr» Bdwards saperh green and brown
in ward Ko.
a jaeemt benignity,
of the lalmba masks *0oan you.tell no one
X made yon that table#*»»
this baekgronnd Is fnrther established by scattered lines
which refer to the writing of *The Fisan #antos*s
As a lone ant frwa a broken ant*hlll
from the wreckage of l^ope, ego serlptor.o9
and that day I wrote no fnrther. 90
and by Canto I30CKIV ami parts of Canto IXdCXI which are dated
as If they were entries la a diary.
Fomd fill# the framework, established hf lines such as
have been quoted, with memories and ideas.

The memories are

dr am from all of Found*# e:#erlenoe; the Ideas are conclusloas
drawn fr@m this experience, Fcund's philosophy of life.91
8?.

Ibid.. IXXIf, p. 6.

88.

Ibid.. p. 12.

89. Ü M
90.

m

p. 36.

Ibl4i. OTXÏ?, p. 111.

91. #fortimately Found*# philosophy seems impossible to
paraphrase in a neat'prose statement.
Premature to awntion my "philosophy,*
call it a disposition. In another 30 years
I may put the bits together, but
probably won't.
(Faige & d J t %Wl
S l lSX&

m â f

F" 333.

«. 38 w
IB & letter to George Gamtayama dated December 8, 1939t
Poimd stated that Gamtos Dll t^ottgh DXXI, the CDiinese amd
Americam historical camtos, would he followed hy a section deal*
img with his fhil©so;[^y*92

Although "The Pisan Cantos" leave

much to he desired as a systematic statement of a personal
l^ilosophy» they do stand out in the poem as a |oumal*lihe
recording of Pound's thought during his internment at Pisa.
This focus on Poimd sets "The Pisan Cantos" off as a very def
inite subject matter grouping.
#ae more characteristic of all the subject matter group
ings needs to be pointed out before beginning an examination
of the relationships between #ese groupings.

% e examination

of the historical cantos showed that each man or event treated
had seme special significance for Pound.

The other subject

matter groupings h$ve significance in the same manner. The
f
significance of thé usury cantw and MMSe Pisan Oantos" is
explicit in them.

Bach of the three sources of the epic cantos

has been Judged si^ifleant by Pomd in his critical prose;
of Odysseus he say## "I hope that elsewhere I have undersocred
and driven In the §reek honor cf human intelligence ;"93 he
calls the Poema del Oj# the finest of the medieval poems of
action; 9^ and die Mvine Gkmsdv is praised throughout his prose
as an indictment of usury.

The significance of the modern

cantos is made explicit early in The Cahtos.
" " " '" " " W ." '

93.
9^.
p. oo«

jfiffl»#'' P * ' 331*
Pound# Guide to Kulchur. p. IW.
Isra Pound#

gp|HI S t

<»«« %°rk# n.d.),

•
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«Beer-bottle on the statu®»» pediment !
"that, Fritz, is the era, today against the past,
»Cont®mporary.'*95
This ohapter has estahllshed that a very large amount of
The Santos Is grouped within the poem aooording to suhjeet
matter and smetlmes tactique as well#

(See dhart mwmher II)*

Sow that these definite groupings of slgnlfl oant matter have
been estahllshed, an emamlnatlm of their relationships he*
eomes possible#
'''""'9^.' % h " #mto$T VII, p# 29*
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The seareh for a

prîneiple in The Canto» heomws

a seareh for relatlcmships Mwmg # e enhjeot matter gronplnga*
Thia chapter will attempt te eeek eut the manner in %&lch
these groupings are relate##

hy examining Pennd *s prose for

any lllnmin&tim of The gantoa it may offer; hy emmining the
heterogeneon# cantos* those canto% which are not part of a
snhject matter grouping; an# W examiaimg those lines through
out the entire poem %a%i@h direetly or indirectly are comwnts
on The Cantos»
Pornd*# prose provides

support for considering The

Cantos an attempt to define a cmsplex idea in terms as cmcrete
as possible*

3^

Cantos are a definitim of Round’s evalua

tion of modern civilisaticn, an evaluation which involves also
a diagnosis of the ailmmts of mmdem life # d a compounding
of a res»dy for them#
There is no mgmtery about the Cantos# they are the
tale of the tribe— "give Rud^ard credit for his use
of the phrase*70
The task Round has taken on in The Cantos is a constructive
criticism of the whole of modem civilisation#
This criticism is the complex idea which he %d.shes to de
fine as exactly as possible, for Round believes that inexact
terminology and definition cause most of the problems in the
96.

Round, 4 duide tq Kulchur. p. 19^*
-

^1

-

- kz •
a o d e m world*

The cure ia suggested ia his trmaaletim from

the Analects of Gmfucius with which he begins the Guide to
Bilckur:

âsM à* II
al m i aaplutsâ x m
s s m m m it M S S z m S m T m K
m U m f l t m â M a & a M: m s # m m m , m #
ssctfâS
è il m ü m & t m s
lâEsaüirw
Mueh of the apparmt lack of eohereaoe and clarity in
The Gan%0h is cammed by Pound*# attomptm to define precisely
t W large and complex Idea ihlOh is the meaning of the poem*
An examination of Potmd's method of definition should show
%hy this difficulty exists.
In his search for eamct terminology* Pound found what hm
considered a defect in the method of definition used in Vest*
ezn culture f t m the Greeks to the present;
In BoropCf if you ask a man to define anything» his
definition always moves away fros the simple things
that h» knows perfectly well, it recedes into an
unknown region of remoter and progressively remoter
abstraction*70
Any definition made in this way would be obviously only as
exact as the abstractions frms which it was made.

Pound feels

that this way of defining was satisfactory during the medieval
period when language was carefully tended and the "general
exactitude In the use of abstract terms" was high*99 However»
modem language has lost those precise and clear abstractions:
—

w r im ^ T T r u ,

98. Pound* j^* g. £•
99.

Ik#*f pp. 19*20.

Heading, p. I9.

«. if3 *
went out in t W fifteen himdredm. . .
•Abstraet thought" or "general thought" or philosophi# thought after that tlBe warn anoillary to work
of material aoieatlsts.lOv

(k^nsequemtly the method of definition to which people have
hecome accuetomed in Western eiviliaaticn is no longer exact
enough for Pound *s purpose in The Gantos. Be has to find
some new method.
^ s t as Pound derives his ms^hasis on precise terminology
from #%ima, frmm Gmfucius and Ghimese poetry, he draws <m
©Una and her language for his way of attaining this precision
in &aglish, the Ideogramsic method.

The Ghinese character,

#ie ideogram, is a way of defining without generaXizaticsis
or abstract statements; it is not a picture of a sound or
group of sounds but of a thing or a group of things.

Pound

uses the word red as an example of the difference between the
Western and the Ohineso ways of defining.

A European, if asked

to define red, would say that red is a colour ihlch is a vibra*
tion of a certain length which is a mode of energy and so fath,
getting farther and farther fr<m his or ahycne's actual sense
esperienoe of red or what he really knows of the word.
Bsi cemtrast to the European, the Chinese has his defini
tion of red right in the character, itself, ihich means red.
This character is composed of four very formalised pictures t
a rose, iron rust, a cherry, and a flamingo.

The definition

is made of experienced particulars; abstracti<ms or generalisa
tions are avoided .2^01
iM .

'#ound. puide to Kulcht;fr. p. 50.

101.

Pound, 4* g.

leading, pp. 19*20.

Mf »
Pomâ has a eemplex generalisation to oommmleate, but
he laoks the terminology to eomnmleate It exaotly In an ab
stract statement.
"All knowledge Is built up from a rain of factual at<ms%102
ilnee Pound lacks the terminology to oommmloate "knowledge"
adequatelyI he bcmbarde the reader with a "rain of factual
atoms" from whleh the reader may build the knowledge#

Being

unable to oosmmleate the generalisation, Pound oommwdLoates
the partieulars and hopes the reader will relate them#

"The

tale of the tribe" Is the subjeet of the generalisation, and
the subjeet matter groupings are the most Important particulars.
The Ideogrammle mthod has one mere attraction for Pound.
It forces the reader to think#
On the other hand we also err In trying to FÔBŒ
abstract or general statement# We err In snpposimg that Insincerity Is peculiar to the man speakl!^« In nine cases out of ten we find an insincerity
of the auditor, of the man %dio does not want to
hear#103
The Ideogrammlc awthod both makes possible exact ccmmunlcatlcn
of abstractlWs and furnishes

a means of prodding the reader *s

mlndj
The Ideogrammlc amithod consists of presentlsg one
facet and them another until at so w point one
gets off the dead and desensitised surface of t M
reader's mind, onto a part that w i n register.
This Ideogramlc me^od, the particularised definition.
Is perhaps the am>st Important unifying principle In the poem.
The Cantos cmslsts of a great mass of material much of which
IM. 'found. éuiie. to Kulehur. p. 98.
103,

Ibid.. p. 128#

lO h .

Ibid.. p# 51.
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is not explicitly relatedj the relating of the parts of the
poem must be dome by the reader.
unity and eoherenee of The Cantos
ing.

The reader constructs the
grasping the poem*s mean*

Thus the unity of the poem exists cmly in the mind of

the careful reader; the unity is the generalisation idiich the
reader makes frmm the materials of The Cantos.

It is an idea

implicit in the entire poem, as the philosopher's principle is
implicit in the aceumulaticm of his memory*

ill s | | A M

m!

iOâTssl m *

Hâimâ*

m a s & miasâ

#

3

mai

êSTM mt

RiWWa,'
Pound's "one principle" can be expressed caily in the several
hundred pages of his poem.

The "<we principle," the Ides, exists

only in the mind of the reader; there, is the unity of %ie
gantos.106
However, Found runs into a problem caused by the nature of
written language when he attempts to utilise the ideogrammic
method as the unifying principle in his long poem.

% e ideo*

gram in the 0ijüwse character causes no difficulty because the
parts of the chauracter are eo*existent, and, like the parts of
a painting, may be perceived simultaneously.

But ^ e n Pound

attempts to create an ideogram out of words instead of formal
ized pictures, ha is forced to

— lof.

put thewordsone after another,

ttiia.. p7T?.

106. IB
£ESla
ISaj^.
38, Hugh Kenn.r stat.»
in his discussion of the ideogram that the unity of The Gantos
is Pound, This statemmt is inexact since any careful reader
may grasp the Ideogrammic unity of The Gantos, Thus the unity
of The Cantos is not just Pound but an idea in Poimd's or any
mind thatknows The Cantos sufficiently well.

«•

««

and in a poem as long as The Cantos* any possibility vanishes
of the reader perceiving all of the ideogram simultaneously*
Pound*# attempt to create an ideogram out of written language
is an attempt to achieve simultaneity in a medium limited to
conseeutiveness*

An ideogram like a painting exists in space,

a dimension idiieh written language lacks.

Consequently the

parts of Pound's ideogram are recorded consecutively, but the
poem can not be understood unless they are eentemplated simul
taneously by the reader*
An exasinatims of ^ e cantos %&ich do not fall into one
of the subject matter groupings sho%rs that Pound is quite
conscious of the difficulties to be met in using the ideogrammie method for a long poem*

Pound realizes he must make the

reader aware of the simultaneous existence of the whole poem
before the ideogramaie unity of the poem can be grasped.

The

cantos not ineluded in subject matter groupings and the lines
comawnting on The Cantos which are found throughout the poem
include masy devices intended to juxtapose the subject matter
groupings in the reader's mind, to give the materials of the
poem a simultaneous existence.
The heterogeneous cantos have another function in the poem
Wiich should be mentioned before discussing their part in jux
taposing the subject matter groupings.

Pound uses the hetero

geneous cantos as an opportunity to include subject matter
idslch would be out of place in any of the subject matter group
ings and %diieh is not of sufficient extent or significance to
foimi a separate grouping*

For example, Pound includes in

Canto XXXVI his translation of the Donna Mi Preea by Guido

*• ^7 —
CâTadeantl*

Siaee pomi ha# written mm essay of more thrnm

fifty pages om this pomi, it is ohrioms that he attaches s # w
sigmificamee to the poem amà the poet, W t for his purposes
im The Gaatos. CSaTaioamti’s eamsme merits only two and m e
half pages { the oamsoom is important enough to he ineluâeâ as a
part of Pound*# Ideogram, hut for some reason it is not ia«
portant enough to foim a smhjeet matter grouping, like Sigis*
m m d o or the Montre del Pasohl.

#ae definite ftmotim of the

Wterogenom oantos Is to fon# a oatoh^all for these odd hits
of material whieh Pound wishes to inelude in The Gantoif»
The most important funoti<m of these oantos is the junta»
positiim of materials mentiowd earlier*

Baoh heterogenous

eanto is a mixture of new materials aeul materials twm the
various suhjeet matter groupings*

For example, the first h & f

I

of @ m t o XL is made up of eeonomie suhjeet matter ranging f m m
the Venetian hank of 13)61# #rough Adam Smith, the Shited States
oivil war, the hothseWllds, to Hr* Worgam in 190?*

The seoond

half of the oante is auef aeeount of the voyage around 500 B. G*
of the Carthaginian, hawo, along the west ooast of Afrioa*^^^
m

this oante the transi tim, from eoonomies to the voy»

age of Banno, is made explioit#
One of %&ioh things seeking am exit.iG®
The **things" in this line are the eoonomiO suhjeet# % i @ h di~
reotly preoede it, and the "exit" whieh was for Banno his
.

' i

'

’"'OT* ”''iiiis adeowt.is prohahly a translation of the _
a Creek translation of Banno*# own aeeount in Phoenieian o
the voyage* loth the voyage and the translation of à trans
lation hrlng to mind the Mvasev and Pound*# translation of
Mviu# rather than Womv Ih Sanlo 1.
108*

fhe Cantos* XI, p. h9*

\

. kB voyage Is for Poond and the reader his telling of it*

Thus

Canto XI iadleates one relationship in The Cantos between
eeonomlos, history* and the voyage of Hanno and indirectly of
Qdyssens*
Sot all of the heterogeneous cantos make so obvious the
relationships hetwem #ie different materials found in them*
Often Pound merely lists references to different subject mat
ter groupings, apparently in the hope that the resulting
jumble will force the reader to bring the subject matter
groupings together in his mind) but occasimsally Pound manages
to achieve moments of poetic synthesis in the midst of an ap
parently |ha©tio a&ass of references to other parts of the poem
and/or new material.

An excellent example of a moment of

poetic synthesis occurs la danto XXVII idiere @reek mythology
and modem history are for an instant fused together*
So that the Xarites bent over tovarlsch.
And these are the labors of tovarlsch,
That tovarlsch lay in the earth,
And rose, and wrecked the house of the tyrants,
And that the tovarlsch them lay in the earth
And the Xarites bent over tovarlsch.
These are # e labours of tovarlsch,
That tovarlsch wrecked the house of the tyrants,
And rose, and talked folly on folly
And walked forth and lay in the earth
And Xarites bent over tovarlsch.
And that tovarlsch cursed and blessed without aim,
These are the labours of tovarlsch,
Saying#
"Ms Cadmus sowed In the earth
And with the thirtieth autuma
I return to the earth that made me.
let the five last build the wall{
I neither build nor reap.
That he cawi with th# gold ships, Cadmus,
That hi fought with the wisdom,
Cadmus, of the gilded prows, fothlng I build

• if-9 •
Amd I reap
Hothîagi with the thirtieth amtwm
I sleepI I sleep aot.^I rot
Amd I hulld mo wall#*^
fhe tise of "tovarisoh* hrimgs to mimd the end of Camto
XVI whieh deals with the Suss lam revolution.
is assoeiated first with the three fraees*

$he tovarlseh
Them he speaks as

though he were m e of the arsed sen who sprang up when Gadmus
sowed the dragm*s teeth# thus eonpleting the poetie fusim
of Greek myth w l # modem his tory .H O

This examination of

poetie fusiem earn m l y attempt to point out how thm synthesis
ooeursf the lines themselves must prove its existemee.
Although these mments of oomplete synthesis a m few in
the poem# Pound oi teh is ahle to draw together varied materials
hy using what he lalis %ubjeot rhyw»."^H

pound uses "suh-

I

jeot rhyme" in mam # e same way as the tradltimal poet uses
sound riymi exeep^ that the eOhe is not In the sound of a word
or group of words but in #eir meaning,

in the letter to his

father in whieh he uses the phrase# "subieet rhyme,” Pound
gives as an example the rhyme between Elvira a& the wall and
Helen of Troy whi#i appears in Canto XX.H2
wall— Helim of Troy rhyme
—

The Elvira cm the

is strengthened by the speeehes of

m : T 0® r r i s T O E i pp. 131*132.

110. These moments of synthesis do not oeour often in the
poem. However I am unable to say whether these mcments are
so few beoause Pound attempts synthesis m ly a few times, be*
eause he fails in the majority of his attempts at synthesis#
or beoause I fail as a reader to peroeive mors of these moments.
111.

Paige (ed.)# ijm , It.lltfJl

112.

ihiâ.

Si£& iSSmâp P* 210.
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the oldf Trojan men watehiag Selon Wiloh appear earlier In
the poem* 113

In this example the similarity between Elvira

and Helen on ##ir respective walls is so obvions that Ponnd’s
reason for ealling this association *snbjeet rhyme" should be
apparent.

Howver.the rhyaui is not always this close.

Oanto II is an excellent example of "subject rhyme" in
operation.

The subject matter of this canto, like that of

many other cantos, is arranged in a pattern of echoes and re
statement similar to a traditional rtgrme scheme,

if course,

this rhyme scheme does not include all the subject matter in
the canto I it would be as absurd to require Pound to rhyme
all the subject matter as to require any poet to rhyme all
tdie sounds of all the words in his poetry.

The rhyme scheme

of Canto II can be examined by listing the subject rhymes,
omitting all unrbymed material.
The body of Canto II is icoetes relating to Pentheus Üie
incident which brought him to worship lyaeus, more commonly
known as Bicmysus.H^

Acoetes had beas the pilot of ship

whose sailors attempted to kidnap a young boy*
to stop them but was ignored by the crew.

Acoetes tried

The young boy turned

out to be hyaeus who changed the rebellious crew into fish and
caused the boat to become covered with vines and lynxes.
Almost half the canto is devoted to this subject while
the rest of the canto is mostly material which rhymes directly
or indirectly with the Acoetes narrative. These rhymes are
—

m r ' - Œ F T ï ï T p . 6.

im-. Blaekmur, gg.
p. 133 identifies this passage
as an adaptation frcm Book III of Ovid's Ifetamorphoses...

«

•

btit p0iat®â ©ut by listiag the rhyming euhjeetg in the ©rder
in whieh they appear in the eantot
Browning's %qpdello*
So-shn
Hean o r of iequltaine
Borner

Helen and tXm old mem <m the walls at Troy
Tyro
Aeoetem' nmrratlv#
Honshu
&ewte#ll^
Protons
The smhjeet rhyme between the two poets Is ohvlons ;
Pound's prose re-inforees this rhyme sine# he praises both
loner and Browning for their narrative abilities*
So*shn and Tyro are presented in rtyming sitmtions:
115* This fas ion of #o*Bhm$ Tyro, and iooetes Is another
example of a mmsmt of poetie synthesis in The dmntos*
ind So-shm #mrned in the sea, So-shm also, msing the
I m g twon for a ohmm-stiek « • *
lithe taming of water,
sinews of Poseidm,
Blaok asmre and hyaline,
glass wave over Tyro,
Glose eover, mnstillness,
bright welter of wave-eards,
Then qmiet water,
qmiet in th» buff sands,
Sea-fowl stretohing wing-joints,
splashing in rook-hoUows and sand-hollows
In the wave-rms by the half-done $
Glass-glint of wave jWi ^ e tide-rips against sunlight,
pallor of Hesperus,
trey peak of the tmve,
wave, oolomr of grape's pulp,
(Ganto II, pp# 9*10.)

» 52 So-shu

la the eea#H&

Aad fey the feeaeh-nm, fyro.
Twisted a r w of the sea-god,
Idthe simws of water, grlpplag her, oross hold,*17
There is also a slight rhyme feetweea the 8o-sho limes aad the
WmmT limes .
âmâ poor old Romer, felimd, felimd as a feat.
Bar, ear for the sea-smrge, asirsmr oi old mm*s
voiees#llo
These limes lead imto the speech of the old m m as they vateh
Helem

©a the walls of Troy, amd their talk of H e l m

with the

rhymes

appearamoe sf Üeamor of âqmitaime earlier im the

earnto*
"Eleamor, èXêvaoa amd

&Xë%ToX*$(*119

The lore seem# of Tyro amd Poseidom rt^es with So*sha,
as previously moted, with the sea-god emfeimatim of the
dooetes marrative amd is slightly assoeiated with the Borner
limes feeeause of Tyro»# appearame# im the Mvssey. ^ Q
Host of the s^^^s of the Aeoites marrative have feeem
moted previomsly*

#aly the rhyme feetweem the metamorphosis of

lië* '##'
'
laaioar II, p. 6#
117#

Ifeld*

118#

Ife##

I

119, Ifeid# The Sleamor of this lime is positively idem-*
tlfied as Bleamor of Aqmitaime im the foHowimg limes fr«m
Camto VII, p. 2^*
Bleamor (she spoiled Im a British climate)
“EXavôpoa amd nXlitTroXn*, amd
poor old B m e r felimd
felimd as a feat,
Bar, ear for the sea smrgef
rattle of old mm*» voloes*
120* Tyro appears im Book XI of the Odyssey* Odyssems
sees her spirit im the mmderworld.
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boat and crew and the Protene reference which closes the
eanto needs to be mentioned.

Here the rhyme is two-fold*

the

changing shapes of tbe crew with Proteus* ability to change
his shapeI and sea setting of the Aeoetes episode with Proteus
as the old man of t M sea#
fhe basic subject Thym» in Cknto II is the sea#

All of

the rhyming subjects, except Sarowning*s "Sordello** and
Eleanor of Aquitaine, explicitly involve the sea, and both
iroming and Eleanor are rhymed with subjects which involve
the sea.

The sea is present in So«shu, Hmaer, Helen, Tyro,

Acoetes, and Proteus, furnishing a subject rhyme which runs
throi:ghomt the canto,

Over this basic rhyme are the other

rhymes whish cement the eanto into an involved series of sub
ject rhymes,

(8ee chart number III)*

The main soinree of complexity in subject rhyme is the
large number of elmaents frcmi Which the poet may choose his
rhyme in a set of subjects in contrast to the limited number
of possible rhymes in a set of sounds.

For example, a poet

may rhyme the words mole and soul* any word #osen to rhyme
with soul, such as hole, will also rhyme with mole because the
numWr of possible sound echoes is limited by the first rhyme.
When subject rhyme Is being used, this first rhyme does not
limit the number of possible second and third rhymbs.

Pound

rhymes Browning with Bomar beoause they are both great narra
tive poets and then goes m. to rhyme Homer and So-shu by
associating both of them with the sea.

Thus he can make two

completely different subject rhymes with only three subjects
because each subject contains several possible rhymas while a
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somd eoat&im# caaly <m@ possible rhyme*

This teehnlqhe, th&t

of making more than one rhyme on the same subjeet, makes it
Impossible to write ont a meat rhyme soheme of Camto II*
Snbjeet rhyme does mot oeour only within the eamto, for
Pound often mses it to link eanto to eanto#

For example, t W

sea imagery of (knto I rhymes with the swimaers in the sea in
Canto II who In turn rhyme with the swimmers desoribed by
Poggio in Canto III*

this teebniqme is used throughont fhe

Chintof to draw together smbjeots Whieh are only slightly simi
lar*

It is another of Pound's attempts to yoke together the

subjeot matter groupings into a unified ideogram of oonslderable proportions*
Thus the heterogeneous oantos exhibit several of these
teehnlques intended to make the ideograimiie unity of the poem
more easily apprehended.

Through subieet rhyme and moments

of poetie synthesisI Pound attempts to foree together some of
the varied subieet matter of the poem* but most often he is
omtent to peek the heterogeneous cantos with a variety of
material* new material and referenoe# to the subieet matter
groupings * and them hope that the reader will be jarred into
at least seeking for a common denominator when he finds, for
example* Thomas lefferson and Slgismundo side by side*
The lines im which Pound comments on The Cantos f o m the
last body of material to be examined in this chapter's search
for attempts to yoke together the subject matter groupings*
Bven m a first reading certain parts of % e Cantos stand out
as the poet speaking as poet*

These asides often seem designed

-

only t@ remimd # #

56
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that he Is readlmg and that the poet

is aliiays behind taie poem ecaitrolliag and shaping it.
Keep the pe&oe, Iterso Î*! Where are we?
"Keep @0 with the business,121
another time . . . oh well, pass it.122
Cfhat, I asmre yon, happened#
Ego, seriptor oantilemae #)123
And I hare told yon of how things were imder W k e
Leopold in' Bienal^
And he wrote
a poem m the Beanties of hDpgdm
and e m d m s e d the King Eistories
literary huss, and wnm & ^ r o r
for at least W years*
_
)Pe#mps yon will look np his verses.12?
Ai a lone mat from a brcdten ant*hill ,
frma the wreohage of Eorope, ego seriptor# 12®
and to ehange the vale# of money, of the omit
of money
AÎHEÎ®»©!
^
we are not yet on# of that ohapterl27
This list of limes fre« variotm parts of The ©antos con
tains <mly a few of the passages in whi<# Fonad, like some
enrions stagehaM, can he seen peering over the set at the
andlence#

Fonnd wants to make certain the reader is always

eonscions of fhe. fsntos. as an artifact in order for the jimble
m

r

Si.. %

XXI, p# 96#

122#

Ibid#

123#

ibid.# XXI?, p. 112*

124.

M â # , LXXf p* 3#

12^*

JMâ*t m i , p# 36#

126#

IjlaM## laonri, p*

127#

m m * , mxvii, p# 46.

36#

- 57 of fact m é fieti<m» of time m û place, %hlch is the world of
fhe Gaatos to heocsse aooeptahle to a literal miaded reader*
These limes are Fooad’s wagr of gettiag aroomd the reader n&o
demamds a m e for m e oorrelatim hetwem art amd life*
Bowerer, the most importamt ommemts ©a The Gaatos are mot
as oWioms as the lines last amtimed*

These ecmeats are

asaally WULreet# that is, m l y oooasiomally is the oomeotim
W t w e m the Gdysseas passages, for example, amd the plam of
the emtire p o m made expHoit*

M

this most importamt group

of limes oommemtimg m the poem, Pommd presmts to the reader
a poimt of view, a perspeotive to take towards The Gaatos*
%&i<a& should draw the smhjeot matter grompimgs ©loser together
amd thus make the ideograsomio m i t y of the poem more apparemt.
The first elemeat of the perspeotive offered the reader
is to oomsider The Qsatoa. as am aoooumt of a voyage.

The idea

of 'Sm.. i^toa as a voyage is Imtrodmeed im ^mto I with the
sailing of Gdysseus f r m Giree's isle amd reappears through
out the poaa im the masy referemees to Odysseus, Bsmao, amd
the other voyagers*

%

viewing The %mtps as a voyage whose

lamdmarks are the smhleot matter grompimgs and idiose goal is
apprehmmsim of the poem's ideogrammie mity, the reader heoomes
emseious of a purpose im the poem, of a semse of direetioa*
Ire thou eome to thy road's emd,
Bsowledge the shade of a shade,
Tet must thou sail after
knowledge
Xhowimg less than drugged heasts#*^©

128.

Ihid*. x m i , p. 30.

«•

Wot gmtll the "PIearn Gantoe," when Ponad believes his
persmml experience has become significant enough to form a
subject groupingi does he explicitly associate himself with
Gdyssems*
of f U f of Tisf Odysseus
# e name of my f#mily*129
With found as a modem Wysseus and fhe Oantos as his and his
reader's voyage after knwledge, the subject matter groupings
cam be s e m to have a tenmus thread of narrative ruaaiag
through #em#
3h additim to proposing a perspective of %he^ Itotos as
a voyage, Pound pmposes a perspective m
voyage*

the form of the

#&e substance of the voyage, the subject matter of

the poem, has been cast into a form borrowed frms the Divine
#mdy.
Dhder the portico Kirbe • • * «
" I ' W W k you must be Ddysseus • « **
feel better when you have eaten * « •
Always w i # your mind on the past #, * #
Ad # c u m Autem Qulsqums?
Wmdmi nave nigra porvenit * « * .
Bern to h e U im a boat yet #3^
fhe voyage of fhe #nt#s is through inferno, p#gatory, and
paradise.

It is significant that Ganto I presets not only

Myaseus sailing fr#s Girce's isle but also his calling up of
the dead*

lines scattered throughout the poem place the voy«#

age in the inferno, purgatory, paradise framework*
And if you will say that this tale teaches * * . *
a lesson, or that the heverend lliot
has found a more natural language • * * « you %&o
—

m r i m r : T i s m . o. 3,
130*

Ibid.. TÜŒUt PP*

-

•

thWc you vlXl
get throiagh hell im a hmrfy#l31
By the "Piaao Caatoa* the voyage ha# passed thro^igh %ihat
Bsimd has variously referred to as hades* lafenio* or h@H.
#o%f soft the wimd oader falshaa
%&#r@ the sea is rwemhered
out of hell, the pit
out of the dust #md glare evil^^
we who have passed ever I<etheP3
Simee the poem is mot fimished* a statemmt hy Pomd im
a letter W

@#orge Bamtayama is the ealy availahle evldeaee

that # e voyage will e W im paradise*
I have also got to the emd of a goh or part of
a ioh (mmey im history) amd for per#m a l emd# have
got to taekle #ilosophy or mf ■paradise **13h
Borne danger lies im attempting to draw too olose a paral
lel hetwem

j^ajatos. amd the Myiae Goaedv. Although Fouad

does take the imfermo, purgatory, paradise framework fwm
Bamte* he adapts it to his mm purposes hy adding other élé
ments*

Found realises the diffioulties Wheremt im uaiag the

Bamtem strueture for a modem poem#
Stage set a la Bamte is not modera^truth*
may he ©# K. hut mot as modem mam*s*#F

It

laad we agree, je orois, that one earn no lomger
put Hr* Purgatory forty-mile# high in tHa midst of
Australian she# laad*3^3o
p*""'à5 *

132*

Ihid*. mxiv, P* 27*

133*

J Hâ *

H X I ware pubUmhed la igtO;

135. m & ., p. 293.
136. J È U . . p. 190.
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gkmmeqiiemtly, Pomd makes no attempt to recreate the
Ikmtean machiaery*

The inferao* pargatory, paradise frame

work Is merely suggested throughoat %h# Gaatos. adding a seeend element to what might he called the overall metaphor of
the poem» a voyage throagh inferno» pargatory, and paradise.
Poand adds a third element to the perspective on The
Gaatos he proposes to the reader*

The voyage whieh Ttp Canto s

describe is a voyage through a vision.

Altdiough the "osmosis

of pers<ms»"137 t&e metamorphosis of snhject into snhject
which is the essence of the vision» first appears in the Acoetes
narrative in Ganto II» the first» explicit menti cm of the poem
as vision does not appear antil Canto V*
Topaz I manage» and three sorts of blue}
but on tËM barb of tism.
T M fire? always» and the vision always.
Ear dull» perhaps » with the visicm» flitting
And fading at wili.lJS
M these lines Pound characterizes The Cantos as a vision
ihieh he» as a very ecmscious technician not ccmpletely lack
ing in inspiration» has created.

As was previously noted,

Pound always keeps both the artist and the artifact before the
reader,

Possibly the @aly way to make a vision see#table to

a modem reader is by emphasizing it as (mly a poetic device»
or so Pound appears to believe.
lowever, the most important aspect of the vision is that
all its parts exist simultaneously.

The consecutive appear

ance of the parts of the vision is caused by the poem being a
137#

3cxi%» p.

138. ifelâ*» V, P. 17.
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reeorâ of a, voyage through the vision.

The reader, the voya*

ger, mist move through the pwm, the visicm} hut the reader
moves, not the poem or the vision#
a M saw the waves taking for# as erystal,
notes as faeets of air,
and the mind there, before them, moving,
so that the notes needed not move, 139
This idea of the vlslm existing all at onee while the
voyager moves through It, of the poem existing all at tmoe
while the reader moves through It, Is one more attempt to
meet the basle dlffleulty of the Ideogrammlo method when used
In mgllsh#

Pound attempts to foree # e reader Into a realisa

tion of the essimtlal simultaneity of T^e (Santos by providing
him with this metaphor of a voyage through a vision#
lalage*s shadow moves In the freseoe*# knees
She IS blotted with Siroe*s shadow
dawn stands there fixed and umgoving#
m l y we two have moved#**~
By treating The 6anto$ as a voyage through a timeless vision,
Pound hopes to suggest to the reader the simultaneity of the
poem, W t he admits # m t the attempt Is not always sueoessful#
(Cloek*tlek plerees the vislm)#^-^^*

-

p. 119.
iHo#
1*^1.

ff

p# ^3*
V, p# 18*

The qmestl<m posed at the heglmmlmg of this paper was*
%Ai&t is the tmlfyimg principle in The Santosi

Since definite

groupings of suhjeet matter nmre foimd in the poem, the ques*
tiom hecmes, Twh&t are the relationships arnmg these groupings!
The ideogrammie method was found to he the hasie rela#
tionship between these groupings.

They are related in much

the same way as formalised piotwes are related into an ideo*
gram»

The groupings are the particulars %diich when they are

contemplated simultaneously form an idea, and this idea is the
unity of saw Oantga.
Al though the ideogramaic mmthod indieates the basic re
lationship among the groupings, it does not fully describe
the unity of The #mtos& for this rdatimsship is ccsaplieated
by an important difference between an ideogram and The Cantop.
An observer can apprehend the parts of an ideogram simultamously, hut a reader cmses upon the suhjeet matter groupings
consecutively.

Before %he Cantos

cam function as an ideogram,

Pound must sake the reader aware of the poem's essential simul
taneity, and his attempts to give the poem this simultaneity
form relatimships ammg the groupings Which are secondary to
the ideogrammie relaticnsbip.
Material from different groupings is juxtaposed in the
heterogeneous cantos in what usually seems a random fashion.
But sometimes these varied references are related by explicit,
transitional statements, by subject rhymes, or by moments of
poetic synthesis.

Potmd suggests to the reader a perspective
# 62 #
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tovsüTds Thë gantos vhieh emphasizes the eoexlstemee of the
groupimgs.

Besides these relatiomships which I have foimd.

Pound la a letter to his father suggests another, a fugal
p a t t e r n , w h i e h I have not disomssed hecaase I feel am
extended analogy with mas leal forms is an approach to fhe
gaatos ontside of the scope of this paper#

All these devices

create secmdary relationships among the snhject matter gronp*
lags, relatiomships intended to make the ideogrmmlc unity of
the poem more easily grasped#

#y drawing the gronplmgs to*

gather with these relationships, Pomd hopes to overcome the
prohlems inhermt im using the ideogramdc method in a long
poem.
I believe that Found has successfully met these problems,
but of course

opimim is based only m my own e # 0rienees

in reading fhe &mtos.

fhe two greatest obstacles to a sue*

cessful reading of the poem are the necessity of keeping in
mind over five hundred pages at onee and unfaalllarlty with
the ideogrammie method#

A reader who is willing to spend

time readlrg and re-reading the poem, howsver, cam surmount
both of these obstacles, (kmsequently I believe that |*hft fi^tos
are a suecesa— if the reader is willing to devote the neces
sary time and energy to the poem#
But for the average reader the poem is chaos.
All of which is mere matter for ,#,.rs and
Karvuia instructors ui^ieaf I can pull it off as
reading matter, singing,matter, shouting matter,
the tale of the tribe**^3
W .

P aige (•&.), lb s , W i m , S t SSZft SsSSBit t' 2 1 0.

1>*3.

m i ' , p. 29^.
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If jWged by these standards| The Ganto#. are a failure, and
there eaa be little hope that the last sixteen cantos will im
prove this sltnaticm.
The limited scope of this paper ^s inquiry does not do
jnstioe to many fine qualities in

Gaatos* The strength

of Pound’s translaticms from the itâZÜSZi the exactness of the
imagery describing scenes on the Mediterranean, the humor in
many of the w>dem cantos, and above all the mastery of sound
exhibited throughout the poem are but a few aspects of ihe
Cantos whose success is beyond qtwstlim»

Most readers will

be put off by the structural complexity of the poem and will
find «mly m«wents of brilliant poetry, but after the careful
reading which I believe %he Gantos deserve, some readers will
grasp the structural unity of the poem.

Only then will they

realise the extent of Pound’s achievement.
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